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ABSTRACT

The Russian-American Gallium solar neutrino Experiment (SAGE) began the sec-
ond phase of operation (SAGE II) in September of 1992. Monthly measurements
of the integral flux of solar neutrinos have been made with 55 tonnes of gal-
lium. The K-peak results of the first five rulas of SAGE II give a capture rate
of 7fl+21 (stat) +_"-as _ (sys) SNU. Combined with the SAGE I result, the capture rate

is 7a+13 (stat) +_"_-x2 _ (sys) SNU. This represents only 56%-60% of the capture rate
predicted by different Standard Solar Models.

Introduction

The discrepancy between the solar neutrino capture rate predicted by stan-

dard solar model (SSM) calculations and the aZAr rate measured by the chlo-

rine experiment of Davis et al. _-3 has persisted for more than twenty years. I'he

Kamiokande water Cerenkov experiment 4 observes only 50%-64% of the SB flux

predicted by the SSMs. SAGE s and GALLEX 6 have measured rates of about 60%

of the SSM predictions. Thus, all four operating solar neutrino experiments have

reported significant deficits of the flux of solar neutrinos.

The aTCl and I(amiokande experiments are primarily sensitive to the high-

energy SB solar neutrinos, whose I)roduction rate depends critically (cx T_ TM) on the

core temperature of the Sun. Numerous non-standard solar models 7,s that reduce

the core temperature have 1)een suggested, but none have. l_een able to reproduce the

observed SB flux with()ut r_mning illto diificulti_s accounting for or, her observed fea-

tures of the Sun. New part, i(:l(; 1)hysics z,s, such a.s neutrino matter oscillations, have
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'l'able 1: Counting and backgroundparameters for SAGE land 1I.The data for SAGI'; I are the
range of valuesfrom early and latter SAGIi;i ineasur(;tnent,s.

SA(_I';i SA(_I'JIi

K Peak Bkgd Rate (cts/d) 0.I16:t:0.019- 0.0(i,I:t:0.010 0.016:t:0.1)05
!, Peak l/kgd Rate (ets/d) --- 0.069_t:0.017

1)_'e:linv()ked to provide, an explanatiol_, of the "'s(_la.rneutrino problem". Analyses u,_°
of the consistency of the chlorine and I_:a.miokandc II results conclude that the re-
s:tlts are inconsistent with a.ny astrol)hysical Cxl)lana,tions and are better described
by Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) neutrino oscillations. However, given
the uncertainties in the SSMs, it does not seen: possible to rule out an astrophysical
origin of the solar neutrino problem l_

The 71Ga (u_, e-)r:Ge reaction 1_-provides the only feasible means at present
to inca.sure low-energy solm- neutrinos. The SSM calculations show that the donti-
nant contribution to the capture rate in r_Ga arises from the p-p neutrinos (71:1:4 SNU

where I Solar Neutrino Unit = 10-a6 captures/target atom/s), while the total pre-
dicted rate in the SSMs is 122.5- 131.5SNU.

The Baksan Gallimn Experiment

The detector is situated in a specially built underground laboratory at the
Baksan Neutrino Observatory in the Northern Caucasus Mountains. The exper-
imental layout and the chemical and counting procedures have been describe.d
previously 5 and are not discussed here. The SAGE II counting system underwent
several upgrades in the summer of 1992. These upgrades included replacing sev-
eral components of the detector with ultrapure materials, use of a 1 GHz transient
digitizer, aald implementation of extensive noise suppression techniques. The signed
to background in SAGE II improved substanti:dly relative to SAGE I, as show:t_ in
Table 1. Eighteen additional solar neutrino runs have been made since September
1992, most of which include 1 GHz transient digitization of the pulse waveR)rm.. I::
the SAGE II data, we are able to measure both the 7:Ge K and L peaks.

The proportional counter containing the extraction sample is typically c_d-
ibrated at one month intervals using an external SSFe source. The 7:Ge K-peak
acceptance window is then determined by extrapolation from the 5'_Fepeal:. The
extrapolation procedure was verified by filling a PC with r:GeH., together with tim
standa.rd counter gas. In SAGE II, we have also employed a Cd-Se fluorescence
source which provides peaks at 11.2 keV (Se K-peak fluorescence), 6.9 keV (Xc
escape peak), 6.4 keV ( fluorescence from the Fe ca.rhode), and 1.4 keV (Se [,.-p,':_,k
fluorescence). We now also routinely measure the resolution integrated over the full
counte.r w)lume using a Cd source in order to check the uniformity of the counter
response.

Solar Neutrino Flux Measurements

A stm:da.rd mtalysis tn'oce.dlu'e f<n"cv<'tlt selc'cti(u_ xx'a,<devclol)Cd witll two
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'Fable 2: Statistical analysis of runs

Exposure Ga Mass 71Ge K Peak Best Fit 68% CL Nw'-' Probability
lhate (tonnes) Events Events SNU (SNU) (%)

Jan 90 28.672 0.0 8 0 0- 60 0.366 5
li'eb 90 28.592 2.0 2 86 17-145 0.164 23
Mar 90 28.508 2.8 9 100 0-210 0.053 64

Apr 90 28.402 0.0 9 0 0-101 0.104 41
Jul 90 21.011 0.0 15 0 0-199 0.142 24
Jun 91 27.429 0.4 10 ll 0-107 0.211 12
Jul 91 27.373 1.0 1 49 0-103 0.158 26

Aug 91 49.335 9.8 16 350 207-492 0.036 82
Sept 91 56.551 3.5 8 64 18-113 0.041 79
Nov 91 56.322 2.4 14 44 0-93 0.095 35
Dec 91 56.238 10.0 10 159 88-!93 0.063 77

Feb 923 43.030 0.0 14 0 0-39 0.057 76
Feb 92b 13.040 1.0 1 90 0-173 0.085 85
Mar 92 55.960 10.1 21 222 141-311 0.043 71

Apr 92 55.848 2.3 15 49 12-98 0.143 17
May 92 55.716 0.0 4 0 0-67 0.134 3 !
Sept92 55.600 1.9 3 4_ 12-83 0.134 27
Oct 92 55.482 2.2 4 39 12-71 0.060 62

Nov 92 55.377 5.0 5 I02 56-150 0.077 69
Dec 92 55.263 4.9 10 83 40-132 0.061 51

Jan 93 55.136 7.4 9 125 65-172 0.126 30

primary goals in mind: Ininimizin:g the efficiency uncertainty over the course of

counting and keeping the background rate constant. This standard analysis is a

slightly modified version of that used to analyze our first reported results _3. Specif-

ically, the data was corrected for gain variations on an event-by-event basis, the

energy window we use was widened, and a 1 hour cut of the K-peak data following

an opening of the passive shield was instituted.

Gain variations in the PCs were observed in some of the runs with an average

variation of 3.3% (the largest being 10%). As these shifts were usually monotonic,

we accounted for them by linearly interpola,;ing in time between SSFe calibrations

bracketing the event. The frequency of calibrations was increased in later runs to

minimize any uncertainty due to gain variations. In the SAGE II data presented

here, the gain shifts averaged 2.2% (with a maximum shift of 5.8%).

After correcting for any gain variations, several cuts are made on the data.

First, a cut is made to eliminate periods of noise bursts in the data. This results in

the exclusion of a small fraction of a percent of the counting time. Second, cuts are

made on energy and inverse rise time that accept 2 FWHM (98.15% acceptance)

in energy centered symmetrically around the S_Fe peak, and 95% of the inverse rise

time distribution, with 1% being cut on fast rise time pulses (i.e., noise) and 4% cut,

on slow rise time pulses (i.e., background). Third, any ewmt that has associated NaI

activity is (dimirm, tcd. Fourt, h, a cut wa,s made to cliininat, e possible 1)a.ckgroun(ls
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Figure 1: Best fit valuesand 1-a uncertainties for each of the runs, together with the best fit value
and l-or uncertainty for the conabined1990-92data.

from Iha daughters on the external surfaces of the PCs. Removing all data within
1.0 hour of a shield opening eliminates any observable excess of such events in the
K-peak acceptance window.

A maximum likelihood analysis 14is carried out on the remaining events by
fitting the time distribution to a ZlGe exponential decay (11.43 day half life) plus a
constant rate background. The results of the maximum likelihood analysis for each
of the runs are given in Table 2. We note that the number of _lGe events obtained
by summing the individual runs (66.7 events) differs slightly from that (62.0 events)
obtained by an analysis of the combined data. This is due to the constraint in the
combined fit that all runs yield a common value of the capture rate. The good
agreement is an indication of the consistency of the individual runs with the final
result.

Figure 1 shows the individual run results along with the combined result. The
20 solar neutrinos runs were compared with the predicted statistical distribution of
signals from 1000 Monte Carlo simulations of each extraction using the combined
fit parameters and the constants of each data set. The two distributions are quite
similar and the data are distributed according to Poisson statistics, as expected.
The half-life for the decay measured from the combined data sets is 9.7+._iSd,in good
agreement with the known 7_Ge half-life of 11.4 days. In addition, Figure 2 shows
tim SAGE II energy spectrum _ a function of the 7_Ge meanlife.

It, is important to test the assumption that the extraction efficiency for nGe
atoms produced 1)y solar neutrinos is the same as for the carrier. To cheek this,
severa.1 tests have been carried out. First, Gc carrier doped with a known number
of 71Go a.toms was a,(hlcd to a. rca.ctor llohtillg 7 t,onnes ()f Ga. Three successive
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Figure 2: The data for the SAGE II runs are shown as a function of 71Ge mean lifetime. (See Ref.

5 for the SAGE I data.) The count rate versus energy for a period covering the first two mean

lifetimes of 71Ge is shown on the left, while the count rate from all times greater than or equal to 3
mean lifetimes of 71Ge is shown on the right. The hatched area indicates the expected position of

the K peak. The dashed line is an exponential fit of energy spectrum for all times greater than or

equal to 3 mean lifetimes of 71Ge .

extractions were carried out, and the number of 71Ge atoms in each extraction was
determined by counting. The chemical extraction efficiency was 1014-5% and the

9C1+6o_71Ge extraction efficiency was -_sz0. A second set of measurements was made by
observing the beta decay of radioactive G_ isotopes in liquid Ga. The extraction
efficiencies were 984-10%and 924-10% for 7°Ge and 72Ge produced by the beta decay
of 7°Ga and _2Ga, respectively.

Finally, an experiment using a neutrino source is planned in order to test
the overall extraction efficiency in situ. A suitable neutrino calibration source can
be made using 51Cr , which decays by electron capture, emitting monoenergetic
neutrinos of 751 keV and 426 keV. Preparations are underway to carry out a full-
scale experiment with a 1-MCi 51Cr source in 1994.

Results and Conclusions

The best fit value for the capture rate and the uncertainties for the combined
1990-93 solar neutrino data are

71Ga Rate = 74 +13 (stat) +_ (syst) SNU.-12

This assumes that the extraction efficiency for 7_Ge atoms produced by solar neutri-
nos is the same as that measured using natural Ge carrier. The result corresponds
to 62.0 counts assigned to 7_Ge decay, compared to the Bahcall-Pinsonneault and
Turck-Chieze and Lopes SSM prediction of 106.9 and 99.6 counts, respectively. The
('(mtributiol_s to the systematic error arc summm'ized in Table 3.



Tal.)le 3: Systematic uncertainties (i--a) for tile combined 1990-93 data sets.

Systematic Contribu [,lOll (NN U)

Ch(nnical Ext,'action Efficiency -t-2.5
Counting Efficiency +2.9/- 2.1
l(-Pe_,k Acceptance +3.5/- 0.7
Backgrou n d,,_¢ -3.5
R_tdon -5.9

Total +5.2/- 6.9

The best fit values and uncertainties for the sola.r neutrino runs by year

(shown in Figure 3) are

(199o)40+3' (st_t)_+_(sy_t)sNu-38

(1991) 100+30 (stat) +_ (syst) SNU-26

(1992) a9+_9 (stat) +_ (syst) SNUv,-_27

(SAGE II) 76+21 (stat) +_ (syst) SNU-18

The change in the 1990 value from that previously reported 'a is due to a combi-
nation of revised counter efficiencies, the incorporation of the Earth-Sun distance
correction, and the wider energy window used in the new standard analysis"'.

The measurements made by SAGE from aanuaxy 1990 through January :t993
have observed fewer r_Ge atoms than predicted by the SSMs. From the 1.990-93
data, SAGE observes only 56% and 60% of the predicted Bahcall-Pinsonneault and
Turck-Chieze rates, respectively. Taken alone, the SAGE result appears to favor
a non-astrophysical solution of the solar neutrino problem, but cannot rule out
an astrophysical solution. Taken together with the other operating solar neutrino
experiments, it seems that astrophysical solutions are improbable, as discussed by
a number of authors 9,'°,1_,'6.

The solar neutrino experiments are consistent with two possible MSW so-
lutions, as shown in Figure 4. The "non-adiabatic" solution (A,n2 _ 6 x lO-%V 2
and sin220 _ 7 x 10-a) is the favored solution and represents a strong suppression
of rBe neutrinos, a significant suppression of eB neutrinos, and essentially no sup-
pression for the P-I) neutrinos. Alternately, for the large-mixing angle _:_),,,I;ion

') szn- 20(Am- ,_ 10-hcV =' and " "' 0.8), it may be that all solar neutrinos are suppressed
approximately the same, roughly independent of energy. \'Vith the improved pre-
cision froln the combinc'd 1990-93 SAGE data, SAGE is seeing ai>proximal,_:lV l.he

• "" ° "t "rate p_edlc,ed for the p-p neutrinos alone With the ability to count both the K
and L peaks with 55 toreros of ga.llium, SAGE expects to reach a precision within
the ne.xt two years that sllould provide ;t strong test for astrophysical solutions to
the "solar neutrino 1)robh:m".

4 1 r 't "_Tim SAGE c_)llab()rn.tion wishes t() tha.1fl<A.E. Chudakov. G. P. Ga.rv(.y, M.A.
Ma.rkov, V.A. Ma.t,v(,ev, .].M. b,:h>.qs,S.P. R()s(:l_,\:.A. I_ll)ak()v. a.ll(l A.N. Iavkh(.-
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Figure 3: Results from SAGE for measurements from 1990 - 1993. Also shown are the current SAGE

and GALLEX 6 results from all runs reported. Tile errors shown are derived by adding the quoted

statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature.
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